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Description 

Title of Invention: METHOD FOR MOVING OBJECT BETWEEN 

PAGES AND INTERFACE APPARATUS 
Technical Field 

[1] The present invention relates generally to a method and apparatus for moving an 

object between pages, and more particularly, to a method and apparatus for moving an 

object on a first page to a second page using a touchpad.  

Background Art 

[2] Currently, the popularization of smartphones has made various functions previously 

only available through Personal Computers (PCs), available on smartphones. However, 

due to the nature of smartphones focusing on portability, the sizes of their displays and 

interfaces are generally small. In particular, the limitation of the size of a touchpad 

functioning both as an interface and a display makes it difficult to accurately perform a 

user input.  

Disclosure of Invention 

Solution to Problem 

[3] Accordingly, the present invention has been made to solve the above-stated problems 

occurring in the prior art, and an aspect of the present invention provides an apparatus 

and a method for effectively moving an object between pages in an interface apparatus 

including a touchpad.  

Brief Description of Drawings 

[4] The above and other aspects, features and advantages of the present invention will 

become more apparent by describing in detail embodiments thereof with reference to 

the attached drawings, in which: 

[5] FIG. 1 is a flowchart illustrating a method of moving an object between pages, 

according to an embodiment of the present invention; 

[6] FIGS. 2 illustrates moving an object between pages, according to an embodiment of 

the present invention; 

[7] FIGS. 3 illustrates moving an object between pages, according to an embodiment of 

the present invention; 

[8] FIG. 4 is a flowchart illustrating a method of changing a screen according to a 

panning signal, according to an embodiment of the present invention; 

[9] FIGS. 5 illustrates a process of changing a screen on which a web page is displayed 

according to a panning signal, according to an embodiment of the present invention; 

[10] FIG. 6 is a flowchart illustrating a method of changing a screen on which a web page 

is displayed according to a pinching signal, according to an embodiment of the present
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invention; 

[i1] FIG. 7 is a first illustration of rearranging a page based on a pinching input, according to 

an embodiment of the present invention; 

[12] FIG. 8 is a flowchart of a method of outputting a page including an object in a higher 

category based on a pinching input, according to an embodiment of the present invention; 

[13] FIGS. 9 is a second illustration of rearranging a page based on a pinching input, 

according to an embodiment of the present invention; 

[14] FIGS. 10 is a third illustration of rearranging a page based on a pinching input, 

according to an embodiment of the present invention; 

[15] FIGS. 11 is a fourth illustration of rearranging a page based on a pinching input, 

according to an embodiment of the present invention; 

[16] FIGS. 12 is a fifth illustration of rearranging a page based on a pinching input, 

according to an embodiment of the present invention; 

[17] FIGS. 13 is a seventh illustration of rearranging a page based on a pinching input, 

according to an embodiment of the present invention; 

[18] FIG. 14 is a flowchart of a method of rearranging objects in a page based on a pinching 

input, according to another embodiment of the present invention; 

[19] FIGS. 15 is an eighth illustration of rearranging a page based on a pinching input, 

according to an embodiment of the present invention; and 

[20] FIG. 16 is a block diagram of an apparatus for moving an object between pages, 

according to an embodiment of the present invention.  

Best Mode for Carrying out the Invention 

[21] According to a first aspect, the present invention provides a method of moving an object 

between pages of a screen, the method comprising: presenting a first page including a 

plurality of objects on the screen, wherein the first page is one of a plurality of pages; in 

response to a first touch input with respect to one of the plurality of objects, moving one 

of the plurality of objects to an edge portion of the screen on which the first page is 

presented; in response to the object being moved to the edge portion of the screen, 

presenting, on the screen, at least two pages of the plurality of pages in a reduced size, 

wherein contents displayed on the at least two pages of the plurality of pages in the 

reduced size are same as contents displayed when the at least two pages of the plurality of 

pages are not in the reduced size, and wherein the at least two pages of the plurality of 

pages overlap one another in the reduced size; wherein the contents displayed on the 

reduced first page and the contents displayed on a reduced second page are 

simultaneously displayed on the screen, wherein the reduced second page is one of the
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plurality of pages in the reduced size, in response to a second touch input with respect to 

the one object moved to the edge portion of the screen, moving the one object to the 

reduced second page presented on the screen while the at least two pages of the plurality 

of pages overlap one another in the reduced size, presenting the second page including the 

object moved from the first page on the screen, wherein the second page is presented as 

one page in its original size on the screen.  

[22] According to a second aspect, the present invention provides an interface apparatus for 

moving an object between pages of a screen, the interface apparatus comprising: a display 

for displaying at least one of a plurality of pages; a controller for presenting a first page 

including a plurality of objects on the screen , wherein the first page is one of the plurality 

of pages, moving the one object to an edge portion of the screen on which the first page is 

presented, and in response to the one object being moved to the edge portion of the 

screen, when the edge portion of the screen is displayed below a critical value, presenting, 

on the screen, at least two pages of the plurality of pages in a reduced size, wherein the 

contents displayed on the reduced first page and the contents displayed on a reduced 

second page are simultaneously displayed on the screen, wherein the reduced second page 

is one of the plurality of pages in the reduced size, and wherein the two pages of the 

plurality of pages overlap one another in the reduced size, moving the one object to a 

second page presented on the screen while the at least two pages of the plurality of pages 

overlap one another in the reduced size, in response to a second touch input with respect 

to the one object moved to the edge portion of the screen, and presenting the second page 

including the object moved from the first page on the screen, wherein the second page is 

presented as one page in its original size on the screen, in response to the one object being 

moved to another page of the plurality of pages, an item of the another page is presented 

on the screen until critical value, wherein the at least two pages of the plurality of pages 

are presented in an inclined manner.  

[22a] According to a third aspect, the present invention provides a non-transitory computer

readable recording medium storing a computer-readable program for executing a method 

of moving an object between pages of a screen, the method comprising: presenting a first 

page including a plurality of objects on the screen, wherein the first page is one of a 

plurality of pages; in response to a first touch input with respect to one of the plurality of 

objects, moving the one of the plurality of objects to an edge portion of the screen on 

which the first page is presented; in response to the one object being moved to the edge 

portion of the screen, when the edge portion of the screen is displayed below a critical 

value, presenting, on the screen, at least two pages of the plurality of pages in a reduced
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size, wherein the contents displayed on the reduced first page and the contents displayed 

on a reduced second page are simultaneously displayed on the screen, wherein the 

reduced second page is one of the plurality of pages in the reduced size, and wherein the 

at least two pages of the plurality of pages overlap one another in the reduced size, in 

response to a second touch input with respect to the one object moved to the edge portion 

of the screen, moving the one object to a second page presented on the screen while the at 

least two pages of the plurality of pages overlap one another in the reduced size, 

presenting the second page including the object moved from the first page on the screen, 

wherein the second page is presented as one page in its original size on the screen, in 

response to the one object being moved to another page of the plurality of pages, an item 

of the another page is presented on the screen until critical value, wherein the at least two 

pages of the plurality of pages are presented in an inclined manner.  

Mode for the Invention 

[22] For convenience of description, terms used in the specification will be defined.
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[24] "Object" denotes an object to be selected by a user. Examples of an object are an icon, a 

link, a picture, text, an index item in a page, and the like.  

[25] "Page" denotes a space including content, information, and/or an object. Examples of a 

page are a web page, a content list, a thumbnail list, a tray in which photographs are 

displayed, a tray in which icons are displayed, and the like.  

[26] "Tap" denotes an action of a user very quickly touching a screen with a fingertip or a 

stylus. That is, an action with a very short time difference between a touching-in time, 

i.e., a time at which the fingertip or stylus touches the screen, and a touching-out time, 

i.e., a time at which the fingertip or the stylus is no longer touching the screen.  

[27] "Touch & hold" denotes an action in which a user maintains a touch input for more than 

a critical time period after touching a screen with a fingertip or a stylus. That is, it 

indicates an action by which a time difference between a touching-in time and a touching

out time is greater than the critical time. To allow the user to determine whether a touch 

input is a tap or a touch & hold, when the touch input is maintained for more than the 

critical time, a feedback signal may be provided visually or audibly.  

[28] "Double tap" denotes an action of a user quickly touching a screen twice with a fingertip 

or a stylus. That is, a user taps a screen twice in short succession.  

[29] "Drag" denotes an action of a user touching a screen with a fingertip or a stylus and 

moving the fingertip or stylus to other positions on the screen while touching the screen.  

Due to a drag action, an object moves or a panning action described below is performed.  

[30] "Panning" denotes an action of a user performing a drag action without selecting any 

object. Since a panning action does not select a specific object, no object moves in a page.  

Instead, the whole page moves on a screen or a group of objects moves within a page.  

[31] "Flick" denotes an action of a user very quickly performing a drag action with a 

fingertip or a stylus. A flick action may be differentiated from a drag (or panning) action 

based on whether the speed of movement of the fingertip or the stylus is greater than a 

critical speed.  

[32] "Pinch input" denotes an action of a user touching a screen with a plurality of fingertips 

or styluses and widening or narrowing a distance between the plurality of fingertips or 

styluses while touching the screen. "Unpinching" denotes an action of the user touching 

the screen with two fingers, such as a thumb and a forefinger and widening a distance 

between the two fingers while touching the screen, and "pinching"
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denotes an action of the user touching the screen with two fingers and narrowing a 

distance between the two fingers while touching the screen. For example, when an un

pinching input is received, a page may be zoomed out, and when pinching input is 

received, a page may be zoomed in.  

[33] FIG. 1 is a flowchart illustrating a method of moving an object between pages, 

according to an embodiment of the present invention.  

[34] In step S1 10, if an object on a first page moves to a predetermined area by a user 

touching and dragging the object, a first signal is generated. According to another em

bodiments, only if the user moves the object to the predetermined area and touches the 

object for more than a predetermined time (touch & hold) without withdrawing their 

fingertip (or a stylus), the first signal may be generated. In some embodiments, only if 

the user touches the object, drags the object to the predetermined area, and holds the 

object for the critical time while continuing to touch the object, the first signal may be 

generated.  

[35] The predetermined area may be set in various locations. However, an area, such as an 

edge of a screen, which has been determined to be difficult for the user to intentionally 

move an object to may be preferably set as the predetermined area.  

[36] In step S 120, a plurality of pages, including the first page, are displayed in response 

to the first signal. The plurality of pages may be displayed inclined in a depth direction 

(as depicted in Fig. 7) so that the user can view all of the plurality of pages at once.  

[37] In step S 130, if the object overlaps with a second page by the user dragging the 

object onto the second page that is one of the plurality of pages, a second signal is 

generated. According to embodiments of the present invention, if the user drags the 

object onto the second page and touches the object for more than the critical time (i.e., 

touch & hold), the second signal may be generated.  

[38] In step S 140, the object is moved to the second page in response to the second signal.  

Thereafter, only the second page is displayed by removing the other pages from the 

screen.  

[39] FIGS. 2 illustrates moving an object between pages, according to an embodiment of 

the present invention. In FIGS. 2A to 2E, moving an object is described based on a 

change of a screen in a terminal, for convenience of description.  

[40] In FIG. 2a, a first page 211, including a plurality of objects, is displayed on a screen.  

A user selects an object 220 from among the plurality of objects. The user may select 

the object 220 by touching the object 220 for more than a critical time.  

[41] In FIG. 2b, the user drags the selected object 220 to a predetermined position. In 

FIG. 2, it is assumed that the predetermined position is an edge of the screen.  

[42] If the object 220 moves to the predetermined position, the first signal is generated.  

According to an embodiment of the present invention, a condition for generating the
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first signal may be set. For example, if the user drags the object 220 to the prede

termined position and then touches the object 220 for more than a first critical time, or 

a predetermined area, for example, 50%, of the object 220 passes through the prede

termined position, the first signal may be generated.  

[43] In FIG. 2c, if the first signal is generated, a plurality of pages 211, 212, and 213 are 

displayed on a single screen.  

[44] In FIG. 2d, the user drags the object 220 onto a second page 212. If the object 220 

overlaps with the second page 212, the second signal is generated. Similar to the 

condition for generating the first signal, a condition for generating the second signal 

may be additionally set. For example, if the user drags the object 220 to a prede

termined position, touches the object 220 for more than a second critical time, and ends 

touching (i.e., touch-up), the second signal may be generated.  

[45] In FIG. 2e, the second page 212 is displayed on the screen in response to the second 

signal. The object 220 has been moved from the first page 211 and is now located on 

the second page 212.  

[46] When the user wants to move an object in a first page to a second page, the user cuts 

the object from the first page, switches to a second page with a flick or a scroll, and 

pastes the object in the second page. In this case, if the number of pages is large, it is 

very inconvenient to move an object to a desired page.  

[47] If a predetermined condition is satisfied, a plurality of pages are simultaneously 

displayed on a screen so that the user can easily move an object between a plurality of 

pages.  

[48] FIGS. 3 illustrates moving an object between pages, according to an embodiment of 

the present invention. In FIGS. 3A to 3D, moving an object between pages is described 

based on a page.  

[49] In FIG. 3a, while a plurality of pages are generated, only a first page 311 is displayed 

on a screen. A user selects a desired object 320 by touching & holding the object and 

dragging the selected object 320 to move the selected object 320 to an edge of the 

screen.  

[50] In FIG. 3b, when the user moves the object 320 to the edge of the screen, the 

plurality of pages are displayed on the screen inclined in a depth direction. The object 

320 is displayed in a position not on the first page 311.  

[51] In FIG. 3c, the user drags the object 320 to a second page 312. When the user drags 

the object 320 to overlap with the second page 312 and touches the object 320 for more 

than the critical time, a feedback signal is generated.  

[52] In FIG. 3d, if the user stops touching the object 320 after the feedback signal is 

generated, only the second page 312 including the object 320 is displayed on the 

screen. Although the object 320 is displayed in the middle of the second page 312 in
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FIG. 3D, a position at which the object 320 is displayed may vary according to em

bodiments, such as a right bottom or a left bottom.  

[53] FIG. 4 is a flowchart illustrating a method of changing a screen according to a 

panning signal, according to an embodiment of the present invention.  

[54] In step S410, a panning input to a first page is received. In step S420, it is determined 

whether a portion greater than a critical value in the first page is out of view of the 

screen. If a user performs panning on the first page, the first page moves on the screen.  

However, if the user continues panning the first page in the same direction, a portion of 

the first page may not be fully displayed on the screen. If a portion that is not displayed 

on the screen (i.e., a portion out of the screen) is greater than the critical value (for 

example, more than 50% of the first page), the method proceeds to step S430.  

Otherwise, it is determined that the panning input corresponds to a general panning 

process, and the method ends.  

[55] In step S430, a third signal is generated. In step S440, a plurality of pages are 

displayed. Thereafter, if the user selects one of the plurality of pages, only the selected 

page is displayed on the screen.  

[56] FIGS. 5 illustrates a process of changing a screen on which a web page is displayed 

according to a panning signal, according to an embodiment of the present invention.  

[57] In FIG. 5a, only a first page 511 is displayed on a screen. Only the first page 511 

may be executed. However, even though a plurality of web pages are being executed, 
the other web pages may be hidden behind the first page 511 so as not to be displayed.  

[58] In FIG. 5b, a user performs panning on the first page 511 with a fingertip or a stylus.  

In FIG. 5, in order to differentiate a drag input for moving an object from a panning 

input for moving a web page, it is determined if an object is selected by touching & 

holding for more than the critical time and is dragged, the object moves, and if a screen 

is dragged with a fingertip or a stylus without selecting any object, a web page moves.  

[59] In FIG. 5c, if the user continues panning the first page 511 such that more than half 

of the first page 511 disappears, the third signal is generated. It is then determined 

whether a touch & hold time after panning the first page 511 is greater than the critical 

time, and only if such touch & hold time is greater than the critical time, the third 

signal is generated. The third signal may also be generated by considering only a touch 

& hold time without considering what portion of the first page is out of a screen.  

[60] In FIG. 5d, the plurality of web pages are displayed inclined in a depth direction in 

response to the third signal. A mode in which a plurality of pages are displayed on a 

single screen may be indicated by an index mode. Thereafter, the user taps a second 

page 512 to select the second page 512.  

[61] In FIG. 5e, if the user finishes touching (i.e., touch-up or lets go), only the second 

page 512 is displayed on the screen.
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[62] When a plurality of web pages are loaded, the plurality of web pages are generally 

displayed so as to overlap one another. If the user wants to use a second web page 

hidden behind a first web page so as not be displayed while interacting with the first 

web page, the user selects one of the overlapping web pages after panning the first web 

page. If the plurality of web pages completely overlap each other, a desired web page 

may be selected only after panning each web page one-by-one. However, in the present 

invention, a desired web page may be easily selected with a single panning step.  

[63] FIG. 6 is a flowchart illustrating a method of changing a screen on which a web page 

is displayed according to a pinching signal, according to an embodiment of the present 

invention.  

[64] In step S610, if a pinching input is received, a fourth signal is generated.In step S620, 

objects which are a part of a page are rearranged to be easily recognized in response to 

the fourth signal. That is, the page is rearranged so that more objects than originally 

displayed can be displayed on the page. To accomplish this, a distance between objects 

may be adjusted, or a size of each object may be reduced. For example, objects for 

selecting music may originally be included in a page, with each object including a brief 

description, an artist, a music title, and others, and index information regarding the 

music or items corresponding to a category may be included as objects in a page. , In 

response to the fourth signal, only indexes with respect to objects are displayed, and, 

thus, the space occupied by objects is reduced, or the provided information can be 

reduced in a page in which objects are rearranged in response to the fourth signal, 

wherein the page in which objects are rearranged is indicated by an index page.  

[65] FIGS. 7 is a first illustration of rearranging a page based on a pinching input, 

according to an embodiment of the present invention.  

[66] In FIG. 7a, only a first page 711 is displayed on a screen.  

[67] In FIG. 7b, a pinching input is input by a user.  

[68] If the pinching input is input by the user, the fourth signal is generated, and a 

plurality of pages are displayed inclined in a depth direction of the screen in response 

to the fourth signal.  

[69] In FIG. 7c, the user selects a second page 712.  

[70] If the user selects the second page 712, only the second page 712 is displayed on the 

screen.  

[71] FIG. 8 is a flowchart of a method of outputting a page including an upper-layer 

object based on a pinching input, according to an embodiment of the present invention.  

[72] In step S810, if a pinching input to a first page including one or more objects is 

received, the fourth signal is generated.In step S820, in response to the fourth signal, 

an upper-layer object corresponding to objects of a higher category that are included in 

the first page is determined, and a second page including the upper-layer object is
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generated.In step S830, if a tap input for selecting one of the upper-layer objects is 

input by the user, a fifth signal is generated.In step S840, a third page, including one or 

more objects belonging to the selected upper-layer object, is generated in response to 

the fifth signal. Although a page is changed and displayed in response to the fourth or 

fifth signal in FIG. 8, only kinds or positions of objects displayed in the first page may 

be changed instead of changing attributes of the first page according to embodiments.  

[73] FIGS. 9 provides a second illustration of rearranging a page based on a pinching 

input, according to an embodiment of the present invention.  

[74] In FIG. 9a, a plurality of objects on a page are music icons. The music icons are 

arranged according to their release dates. Referring to FIG. 9A, there are two pieces of 

music distributed on April 28, 2010 and three pieces of music distributed on April 27, 

2010.  

[75] If a pinching input is then input by a user, an index page 920, as shown in FIG. 9b, is 

displayed.  

[76] FIG. 9b shows the index page 920 according to the pinching input. The index page 

920 includes upper-layer objects, each being representative of a set of lower-layer 

objects. For example, date objects representing music distributed on the same date, 

music title objects representing music having music titles with the same first syllable, 

and artist objects representing music composed by the same artist may be included in 

the index page 920. The index page 920, shown in FIG. 9b, includes date objects in

dicating distribution dates.  

[77] If the user selects a single date object, a first page 910, including objects corre

sponding to a lower category of the selected date item (or one or more adjacent date 

items), i.e., icons of music distributed on the selected date, is displayed. For example, 

if the user selects "27. April 2010", the first page 910 will display icons of music dis

tributed on April 27, 2010.  

[78] In FIGS. 9a and 9b, it is assumed that the first page 910, including lower-layer 

objects, is displayed by an action of the user tapping an upper-layer object in the index 

page 920. However even when an unpinching input to the index page 920 is input by 

the user, the first page 910, including lower-layer objects, may be displayed.  

[79] FIGS. 10 provide a third illustration of rearranging a page based on a pinching input, 

according to an embodiment of the present invention.  

[80] In FIG. 1Oa, a user taps a "song" button at the bottom of a first page 1010 to 

redisplay music icons in a song title order.  

[81] In FIG. 10b, music icons in a second page 1020 are redisplayed in song title order.  

Thereafter, a pinching input is input by the user.  

[82] In FIG. 10c, an index page 1030 is displayed in response to the pinching input. The 

index page 1030 includes music title objects representing music content sets having
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music titles with a common first syllable. In the index page 1030, objects indicated al

phabetically from letters a to z are displayed and then objects indicated according to 

the Korean alphabet from ' --' to '-' are displayed.  

[83] The user may perceive objects indicating other characters through a panning action.  

[84] In FIG. 10d, if the user performs panning downwards on the index page 1030, 

objects corresponding to the Korean alphabet are displayed, and if the user performs 

panning upwards on the index page 1030, objects corresponding to the English 

alphabet are displayed.  

[85] FIGS. 11 provides a fourth illustration of rearranging a page based on a pinching 

input, according to an embodiment of the present invention.  

[86] Because FIGS. 11 A to 1 ID are identical to FIGS. 10a to 10d, respectively, a de

scription thereof will be omitted.  

[87] In FIG. 11 e, an index page 1130 is displayed in response to a pinching input by a 

user.  

[88] Thereafter, an unpinching input to the index page 1130 is received. That is, the user 

touches the index page 1130 with two fingers, such as a thumb and a forefinger, and 

moves the fingers in a direction such that a distance between the fingers increases.  

However, the user does not stop touching the screen even after inputting the un

pinching input to the index page 1130. It is assumed that the user performs an un

pinching action between an object A 1131 and an object B 1132.  

[89] In FIG. 1 If, while the user has not stopped touching the screen, music icons 1141 

corresponding to the object A 1131 and music icons 1142 corresponding to the object 

B 1132 are displayed. Brief information regarding the object A 1131 and the object B 

1132 may further be displayed (e.g., the number of songs included in each item, etc.).  

[90] Thereafter, if the user releases his fingers from the screen, a second page including 

the music icons 1141 and 1142 corresponding to the object A 1131 and the object B 

1132 is displayed.  

[91] FIGS. 12 provides a fifth illustration of rearranging a page based on a pinching input, 

according to an embodiment of the present invention.  

[92] In FIG. 12b, a first page 1210 in which music icons are arranged in a distribution 

data order is displayed.A user taps a "frequent" button at the bottom of the first page 

1210 to rearrange the music icons in the frequency of play order.  

[93] In FIG. 12b, a second page 1220 in which music icons are rearranged in a play count 

order is displayed in response to the tap input of the user.Thereafter, a pinching input is 

input by the user.  

[94] In FIG. 12c, an index page 1230, including upper-layer objects, is displayed in 

response to the pinching input. The index page 1230, shown in FIG. 12C, includes an 

object 1231 representing music played less than a certain number of times and an
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object 1232 representing music never played according to a music play count 

Thereafter, an unpinching input to the index page 1230 is received. However, the user 

does not stop touching even after inputting the unpinching input to the index page 

1230.  

[95] In FIG. 12d, while the user continues touching, a fourth page 1240, separately 

including music icons 1241 played less than a certain number of times and music icons 

1242 never played, is displayed. A brief description of each group (e.g., the number of 

songs included in each group) may be displayed. Thereafter, if the user withdraws his 

fingers from a screen, the second page 1220 shown in FIG. 12B is displayed.  

[96] FIGS. 13 provides a seventh illustration of rearranging a page based on a pinching 

input, according to an embodiment of the present invention.  

[97] In FIG. 13a, an index page 1310, including character objects representing the first 

characters of music titles, is displayed. If a user selects a single object in the index 

page 1310, a page including one or more music icons corresponding to a character rep

resented by the selected object, may be displayed.  

[98] The user performs a touch & hold action with respect to the index page 1310. It is 

assumed that the user selects an object Y 1311.  

[99] In FIG. 13b, sub-objects are displayed in response to the touch & hold action of the 

user. The sub-objects are objects indicating a plurality of sub-groups when lower-layer 

objects belonging to an upper-layer object are grouped in the plurality of sub-groups.  

The user may easily select desired music by simultaneously selecting an upper-layer 

object and a lower-layer object.  

[100] For example, in the index page 1310, an upper-layer object may indicate a first 

character of song titles, and a sub-object may indicate a second character of the song 

titles. In another example, in the index page 1310, an upper-layer object may indicate a 

first character of song titles, and a sub-object may indicate a first character of artist 

names.  

[101] In FIG. 13c, the user performs a panning action to search for sub-objects.  

[102] In FIG. 13d, the user selects a sub-object. It is assumed that the user selects an object 

"0" 1312.  

[103] In FIG. 13e, a first page 1320, including music icons having "Y" corresponding to an 

upper-layer object as a first character of song titles and "0" corresponding to a sub

object as a second character of the song titles, is displayed.  

[104] FIG. 14 illustrates a method of rearranging objects in a page, based on a pinching 

input, according to another embodiment of the present invention.  

[105] In step S 1410, if a pinching input to a first page, including one or more objects, is 

received, the fourth signal is generated. In step S 1420, a second page in which objects 

overlap each other is displayed in response to the fourth signal. In step S1430, if a tap
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signal for selecting an object included in the second page is received, the fifth signal is 

generated. In step S 1440, a third page in which one or more objects adjacent to the 

selected object are displayed to be scattered without overlapping with each other is 

displayed in response to the fifth signal. While the touch input to the second page is 

maintained, a fourth page in which only objects placed in the same column as the 

selected object are displayed without overlapping each other is displayed. If the touch 

input ends, the third page, in which all objects placed in a plurality of columns adjacent 

to the selected object are displayed without overlapping each other, is displayed.  

[106] FIGS. 15 provides a sixth illustration of rearranging a page based on a pinching 

input, according to an embodiment of the present invention.  

[107] In FIG. 15a, a first page 1510, including selectable photograph objects, is displayed.  

If a user selects a single object in the first page 1510, a photograph corresponding to 

the selected object may be magnified and displayed on a screen.  

[108] The user performs a pinching action with respect to the first page 1510.  

[109] In FIG. 15b, an index page 1520, in which photograph objects are displayed to 

overlap each other, is displayed in response to the pinching action of the user. Even 

though the photograph objects are displayed to overlap each other, the photograph 

objects preferably overlap each other such that each object can still be identified.  

Thereafter, the user touches the bottom of the index page 1520.  

[110] In FIG. 15c, only one or more photograph objects adjacent to the touched position 

are scattered in response to the touch action of the user, and objects displayed in the 

other areas are still displayed to overlap each other. In this embodiment, only objects 

displayed in the same column as the touched position are spread. Thereafter, the user 

withdraws a fingertip from the index page 1520.  

[111] In FIG. 15d, a second page 1530, in which one or more photograph objects adjacent 

to the touched position are displayed without overlapping each other, is displayed in 

response to the touch-up action of the user.  

[112] FIG. 16 is a block diagram of an apparatus 1600 for moving an object between 

pages, according to an embodiment of the present invention.  

[113] Referring to FIG. 16, the apparatus 1600 includes a first generator 1610, a display 

unit 1630, a second generator 1620, and a page construction unit 1640.  

[114] The first generator 1610 generates the first signal when an object in a first page 

moves to a predetermined area. According to embodiments of the present invention, a 

condition for generating the first signal may be adde. For example, if the object moves 

to the predetermined area and is placed in the same position for a predetermined time 

while a user is still touching, the first signal may be generated. The predetermined area 

may be set according to various embodiments. One such area may be a position, such 

as an edge of a screen, having a lower probability of a user unintentionally moving the
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object to the predetermined area.  

[115] The display unit 1630 displays a plurality of pages, including the first page, in 

response to the first signal. The display unit 1630 may display the plurality of pages 

inclined in a depth direction of the screen or parallel to the screen with some of the 

plurality of pages overlapping one another.  

[116] The second generator 1630 generates the second signal when the object overlaps with 

a second page. A condition for generating the second signal may be strictly defined.  

For example, when a user touches the object and continues touching until the object 

overlaps with the second page, only if the user does not move the object for a prede

termined time after the object overlaps with the second page, it may be set to generate 

the second signal.  

[117] The page construction unit 1640 moves the object to the second page in response to 

the second signal.  

[118] The apparatus 1600 may further include a third generator (not shown) for generating 

the third signal when a portion of a page out of a screen is greater than a critical value 

according to a panning input, a fourth generator (not shown) for generating the fourth 

signal according to a pinching input, and a fifth generator (not shown) for generating 

the fifth signal according to a tap input for selecting one from among objects.  

[119] Additionally, the page construction unit 1640 performs predetermined steps in 

response to the third, fourth and fifth signals.  

[120] For example, the page construction unit 1640 displays a plurality of pages in 

response to the third signal. The page construction unit 1640 displays a page, including 

objects corresponding to a higher category or a page in which objects are displayed so 

as to overlap each other, in response to the fourth signal. The page construction unit 

1640 displays a page, including lower-layer objects belonging to a selected upper-layer 

object or a page in which objects are displayed to be spread without overlapping one 

another, in response to the fifth signal.  

[121] The embodiments of the present invention may be implemented as computer 

programs and can be implemented in general-use digital computers that execute the 

programs using a computer-readable recording medium. Examples of the computer

readable recording medium are magnetic storage media (e.g., Read-Only Memory 

(ROM), floppy disks, hard disks, and the like), optical recording media (e.g., CD

ROMs, or DVDs), and storage media (e.g., transmission through the Internet).  

[122] While this invention has been particularly shown and described with reference to em

bodiments thereof, it will be understood by one skilled in the art that various changes 

in form and details may be made therein without departing from the spirit and scope of 

the invention as defined by the appended claims and their equivalents.
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The claims defining the invention are as follows: 

[Claim 1] A method of moving an object between pages of a screen, the method 

comprising: 

presenting a first page including a plurality of objects on the screen, wherein the first 

page is one of a plurality of pages; 

in response to a first touch input with respect to one of the plurality of objects, moving 

one of the plurality of objects to an edge portion of the screen on which the first page is 

presented; 

in response to the object being moved to the edge portion of the screen, presenting, on 

the screen, at least two pages of the plurality of pages in a reduced size, wherein 

contents displayed on the at least two pages of the plurality of pages in the reduced size 

are same as contents displayed when the at least two pages of the plurality of pages are 

not in the reduced size, and wherein the at least two pages of the plurality of pages 

overlap one another in the reduced size; 

wherein the contents displayed on the reduced first page and the contents displayed on a 

reduced second page are simultaneously displayed on the screen, wherein the reduced 

second page is one of the plurality of pages in the reduced size, 

in response to a second touch input with respect to the one object moved to the edge 

portion of the screen, moving the one object to the reduced second page presented on 

the screen while the at least two pages of the plurality of pages overlap one another in 

the reduced size, 

presenting the second page including the object moved from the first page on the screen, 

wherein the second page is presented as one page in its original size on the screen.  

[Claim 2] The method of claim 1, wherein the second page including the object is presented 

when a time during which the object moved by the second touch is presented on the second page 

is longer than a predetermined time.  

[Claim 3] The method of claim 1, wherein the second touch of the object is maintained until 

the object is presented on the second page.
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[Claim 4] The method of claim 1, wherein the object is moved to the edge portion of the 

first page in response to touching the object for more than a first critical time, dragging the 

touched object to a predetermined area, and holding the object on the predetermined area for 

more than a second critical time.  

[Claim 5] The method of claim 1, wherein the at least two pages of the plurality of pages are 

presented inclined in a depth direction.  

[Claim 6] The method of claim 1, wherein the presenting of the second page including the 

object comprises: 

presenting only the second page after the object is moved to the second page.  

[Claim 7] The method of claim 1, wherein the at least two pages includes the first page and 

the second page.  

[Claim 8] An interface apparatus for moving an object between pages of a screen, the 

interface apparatus comprising: 

a display for displaying at least one of a plurality of pages; 

a controller for presenting a first page including a plurality of objects on the screen , 

wherein the first page is one of the plurality of pages, moving the one object to an edge 

portion of the screen on which the first page is presented, and in response to the one 

object being moved to the edge portion of the screen, when the edge portion of the 

screen is displayed below a critical value, presenting, on the screen, at least two pages of 

the plurality of pages in a reduced size, wherein the contents displayed on the reduced 

first page and the contents displayed on a reduced second page are simultaneously 

displayed on the screen, wherein the reduced second page is one of the plurality of pages 

in the reduced size, and wherein the two pages of the plurality of pages overlap one 

another in the reduced size, 

moving the one object to a second page presented on the screen while the at least two 

pages of the plurality of pages overlap one another in the reduced size, in response to a 

second touch input with respect to the one object moved to the edge portion of the 

screen, and presenting the second page including the object moved from the first page
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on the screen, wherein the second page is presented as one page in its original size on 

the screen, 

in response to the one object being moved to another page of the plurality of pages, an 

item of the another page is presented on the screen until critical value, wherein the at 

least two pages of the plurality of pages are presented in an inclined manner.  

[Claim 9] The interface apparatus of claim 8, wherein the second page including the object 

is presented when a time during which the object moved by the second touch is presented on the 

second page is longer than a predetermined time.  

[Claim 10] The interface apparatus of claim 8, 

wherein the second touch input is maintained until the object is presented on the second 

page.  

[Claim 11] The interface apparatus of claim 8, wherein the controller presents the at least 

two pages of the plurality of pages inclined in a depth direction.  

[Claim 12] The interface apparatus of claim 8, wherein the controller presents only the 

second page after the object is moved to the second page.  

[Claim 13] The interface apparatus of claim 8, wherein the at least two pages includes the 

first page and the second page.  

[Claim 14] A non-transitory computer-readable recording medium storing a computer

readable program for executing a method of moving an object between pages of a screen, the 

method comprising: 

presenting a first page including a plurality of objects on the screen, wherein the first 

page is one of a plurality of pages; 

in response to a first touch input with respect to one of the plurality of objects, moving 

the one of the plurality of objects to an edge portion of the screen on which the first 

page is presented; 

in response to the one object being moved to the edge portion of the screen, when the
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edge portion of the screen is displayed below a critical value, presenting, on the screen, 

at least two pages of the plurality of pages in a reduced size, wherein the contents 

displayed on the reduced first page and the contents displayed on a reduced second page 

are simultaneously displayed on the screen, wherein the reduced second page is one of 

the plurality of pages in the reduced size, and wherein the at least two pages of the 

plurality of pages overlap one another in the reduced size, 

in response to a second touch input with respect to the one object moved to the edge 

portion of the screen, moving the one object to a second page presented on the screen 

while the at least two pages of the plurality of pages overlap one another in the reduced 

size, 

presenting the second page including the object moved from the first page on the screen, 

wherein the second page is presented as one page in its original size on the screen, 

in response to the one object being moved to another page of the plurality of pages, an 

item of the another page is presented on the screen until critical value, wherein the at 

least two pages of the plurality of pages are presented in an inclined manner.
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